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Introduction
Concern with the ethnic character of neighbourhoods has risen to the political fore in Britain (and elsewhere in Europe, North America and Australasia) in the first decade of the twenty-first century. The policy response has been an agenda of community cohesion, a key element of which is ethnic mixing.

Though residential mixing is only part of ethnic integration, the powerful iconography of undesirable ghettos continues to permeate social and political discourses. This is compounded by a dearth of contemporary research about what residential patterns mean for ethnic relations.

This project, which runs from 2011 to 2013, will examine the causal relationships between ethnicity, migration, segregation and integration using a mixed-methods approach. The understanding provided by this research, about migration processes and the role of ethnicity in them, will allow re- theorisation of the interactions between spatial and social integration and de-stabilisation of ideas about areas labelled as ‘white’, ‘mixed’, ‘ghettoes’.

Aims
This project aims to investigate the causal relationships between ethnicity, migration, segregation and integration by addressing two primary research questions:

1) Are there ethnic differences in norms, expectations, barriers and constraints that shape migration patterns differently for different ethnic groups?
2) How does the ethnic character of local population change affect residents’ neighbourhood belonging and community cohesion?

Ethnicity and migration decision making
Migrant is the primary component of local ethnic group population change; it is what causes neighbourhoods to be ethnically mixed or not (Finney and Simpson 2009). Studies of ethnic differences in internal migration in Britain have predominantly focused on migration as a process of residential de/reallocation to explore ‘White flight’ and ‘minority self-segregation’ (e.g. Stillwell and Hussain 2008). These studies offer valuable understandings of ethnic inequalities in migration experiences but are limited in their explanations of ethnic differences in levels and geographies of migration.

This research looks to life event explanations, drawing on evidence of the importance of age in understanding ethnic differences in migration. Even taking into account the younger age structure of minority ethnic groups (which results in high migration rates), ethnic differences remain and are greatest at the young adult ages. For example, migration rates for Chinese are double those of Bangladeshis (Figure 1). After controlling for many demographic and socio-economical characteristics, there are still ethnic differences in levels of migration (Figure 2).

Ethnic group population change and community cohesion
Government policies of community cohesion and academic research have been influenced by agenda-setting US studies which found greater ethnic diversity to be associated with less neighbourhood trust (Putnam 2007). However, counterarguments to this thesis have been made and questions raised about the causal pathways of these associations, such as the role of inter-group contact (e.g. Latifi 2000; Hooge et al 2009). Some have argued that not only neighbourhood composition but neighbourhood population change are important for understanding community cohesion (Laurence and Heath 2008).

This research will speak to these debates from a new angle: how population history and population change – for individuals and neighbourhoods – affect community cohesion, and how this is ethically differentiated. Of relevance here are theories of social disorganisation which, similar to social capital ideas, posit that disorganised communities are less socially cohesive (Raudenbush and Sampson 2004). One aspect of disorganisation is neighbourhood population stability, the primary determinant of which is migration. The hypothesis would therefore be that where there is greater residential instability there is less feeling of neighbourhood belonging or cohesion.

Early results are inconclusive. Figure 5, for example, shows that neighbourhood belonging is highest where there is lowest immigration (the graph shows results for minority immigration but the pattern is no different if White immigration is considered). However, the difference between levels of neighbourhood belonging in areas of differing levels of immigration is not statistically significant.

A mixed methods approach
This project will adopt a mixed methods approach, combining qualitative and quantitative data and techniques to illuminate different facets of the research problem.

The quantitative elements will examine levels and geographies of migration by age and ethnic group with regression modelling of how migration is associated with key life events. Aggregate and individual level UK 2001 and 2011 Census data and administrative data including a dataset commissioned from the Higher Education Statistics Authority will be used. The Citizenship Survey and the first wave of Understanding Society, the UK Household Longitudinal Study, will be the source for investigation of population change and community cohesion. The qualitative elements of the project will investigate how migration is thought about in relation to key life events; the factors affecting migration decisions; and how migration experiences shape sense of belonging and feelings about place-based identity.

In short…
Evidence shows that ethnicity affects migration patterns and that population change (through migration) affects community cohesion. This project will reveal how ethnicity affects migration and cohesion. This will improve ethnic integration theories and inform integration strategies.
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Figure 1: Probability of migrating within Britain (%) 2000-2001 by age and ethnic group

Figure 2: Odds of migrating within Britain (2000-2001) relative to White Britons after controlling for demographic and socioeconomic characteristics

Figure 3: Diagrammatic representation of the role of ethnicity in migration

Figure 4: The additional effect of being a student on probability of migrating, selected ethnic groups

Figure 5: Levels of neighbourhood belonging in areas of differing levels of immigration


Source: 2001 Census SAR, GB. Controls for age, economic activity, qualifications, tenure, health, household composition. Black but, for White Britons, as the reference group. Grey bars show odds of migrating that are statistically significantly different from White Britons, after controls.
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